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9. Klasse Realschule  - 2. Schulaufgabe –Reported Speech 
 

Vocabulary 

A. A little quiz for you 

1. Who works in a restaurant? ______________________________ 

2. Who works in a laboratory? ________________________________ 

3. Who flies a plane? ______________________________________ 

4. What can fly, but isn’t a plane? ____________________________ 

5. Who do you work with in a company?________________________ 

6. When you move to America you are a?______________________ 

7. What do you have to pay in a restaurant?_________________________________ 

8. What are you called when you start a job and you get training? ____________________ 

9. What is someone called who works for a big bank in London? ______________________ 

10. What do you have to do to make your home more modern?________________________ 

(        /10) 

 

B. And now, let’s move on to a story. 

Once upon a time I had to sit a difficult _____________________________ (>> test). It really 

____________________(>>to be important). I had studied all week to ___________________ (>> to become 

better) my skills as I knew it wouldn’t be a ___________________ (>>simple) test. 

But when I got up in the morning my __________________________ (>>belly) _______________ (>>to do 

something) up.  

I felt awful. That was really _______________________ (><fair). I had a____________________ (>>almost 

the same) thing happen to me last month.  

But this time I  ____________________________ (>> happy to do something) to do anything.  I knew I 

had to go and so I just __________________________________ (turn off) the bad feeling and went 

anyway. 

As soon as I sat down and saw that the paper wasn’t that difficult I felt fine and soldiered on. 

(      /10) 
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 Reported Speech 

 

Grammar 

Finally, you are meeting your Idol Justin Bublee and can ask him all the important questions you 

have always wanted to ask him. Here is the interview: 

 

Me: Did you always wanted to be a singer? 

Justin: Yes, since I was a kid I have been singing and dancing. 

Me: How often do you train during the week? 

Justin: I train 5 to 7 time a week. After I had bought this house I stepped up my game. 

Me: What does your wife think about you training that much? 

Justin: Stop asking me personal questions. 

Me: I am sorry. I think she must miss you a lot. 

Justin: Sorry, please leave. 

After your disastrous interview you tell your friends what happened. You need your Reported 

Speech skills, and don’t forget you will also need new introductory verbs. 

I asked _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Justin answered____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I then _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________  

He__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I asked _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

He _________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I apologised and said that_________________________________________________________________________ 

He commanded me________________________________________________________________________________ 

(         / 30) 
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Lösung 

Mein English Coach   
9. Klasse Realschule  - 2. Schulaufgabe –Reported Speech 
 

Vocabulary 

C. A little quiz for you 

11. Who works in a restaurant? a waitress ____________________________ 

12. Who works in a laboratory?  a scientist_________________________ 

13. Who flies a plane?  A pilot ______________________________________ 

14. What can fly, but isn’t a plane? A helicopter____________________________ 

15. Who do you work with in a company? Colleagues _______________________ 

16. When you move to America you are a? A foreigner ______________________ 

17. What do you have to pay in a restaurant? The bill________________________________ 

18. What are you called when you start a job and you get training? An apprentice ___ 

19. What is someone called who works for a big bank in London? A high flier ________ 

20. What do you have to do to make your home more modern? An update _________________ 

(        /10) 

 

D. And now, let’s move on to a story. 

Once upon a time I had to sit a difficult exam  (>> test). It really mattered (>>to be important). I 

had studied all week to improve (>> to become better) my skills as I knew it wouldn’t be a 

primitive (>>simple) test. 

But when I got up in the morning my stomach  (>>belly) acted_ (>>to do something) up.  

I felt awful. That was really unfair (><fair). I had a similar  (>>almost the same) thing happen to me 

last month.  

But this time I was willing (>> happy to do something) to do anything.  I knew I had to go and so 

I just  switched off  (turn off) the bad feeling and went anyway. 

As soon as I sat down and saw that the paper wasn’t that difficult I felt fine and soldiered on. 

(      /10) 
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Grammar 

Finally, you are meeting your Idol Justin Bublee and can ask him all the important questions you 

have always wanted to ask him. Here is the interview: 

 

Me: Did you always wanted to be a singer? 

Justin: Yes, since I was a kid I have been singing and dancing. 

Me: How often do you train during the week? 

Justin: I train 5 to 7 times a week. After I had bought this house I stepped up my game. 

Me: What does your wife think about you training that much? 

Justin: Stop asking me personal questions. 

Me: I am sorry. I think she must miss you a lot. 

Justin: Sorry, please leave. 

After your disastrous interview you tell your friends what happened. You need your Reported 

Speech skills, and don’t forget you will also need new introductory verbs. 

I asked him if he had always wanted to be a singer. 

Justin answered that since he had been a little kid he had been singing and dancing. 

I then wanted to know how often he trained during the week. 

He said he trained 5 to 7 times a week and after he had bought that house he had stepped up 

his game 

I asked what his wife thought about him training that much.  

He told me to stop asking him personal questions.   

I apologised and said that she had to miss him a lot. 

He commanded me to please leave.  

(         / 30) 

 

 


